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Introduction



Twelve neobanks (challenger banks) have raised $100 million or more, six are valued at $1 billion or 

more, and the largest has 15 million customers  Neobanks are booming right now and many believe 

that it’s just the beginning of a significant migration away from traditional banks by Millennials, Gen Z, 

and mainstream consumers. 



Non-financial companies too see opportunities to weave new financial services like bank accounts, 

cards, loans or investments into their product suites for deeper connections with customers and new 

revenue streams. Big tech companies are integrating financial services including Apple introducing 

their credit card, Google set to launch consumer bank accounts, and Amazon planning to do 

everything from payments, to lending to insurance and checking accounts. Moving forward, we are 

likely to see financial services integrated into a wide breadth of non-tech services as well like 

hospitals, retailers, and contractors.



Gaining access to the right technology, banking services and compliance support is essential to 

realize the full potential of every neobank and card program. It’s important to choose a partner who 

can provide the most features and capabilities, the most long-term revenue opportunities, the most 

control and the lowest total cost of ownership. In this paper we will compare and contrast the 

Fragmented DIY, Open Banking and Vertically integrated partner models so you can assess the best 

roadmap for your implementation.



1.

 1.  FT Partners, The Rise of Challenger Banks, Are the Apps Taking Over? January, 2020
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Goals of a Successful Neobank and Card Program



There are many theories about which factors contributed to the success of some of the biggest neobank 

brands in the market today. Was it their highly differentiated services, their strong business model, their 

relentless customer focus, their culture of transparency, or something else? Likely, a unique combination 

of factors contributed to the success of each brand, but all neobanks and card programs depend on the 

depth and breadth of partner platforms to amplify their success. Leveraging these success factors helps 

financial and non-financial service providers win customers and gain marketshare.

What to Consider When Selecting the Right 
Partner Platform

Speed-to-Market


Maximize revenues and beat the competition 

by getting to market fast

Product Capabilities


Innovate your product offering with a wide 

breadth of capabilities

Compliance-as-a-Service


Operate your program cost-effectively and in 

compliance with regulatory requirements 

Card Revenue & Costs


Optimize interchange revenue share to realize 

your revenue goals

Customization & Flexibility


Design a bespoke program, iterate quickly, 

and remain nimble as you grow

Planning for the Road Ahead


Make adjustments to your program to benefit 

from economies of scale
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Choosing the Right Partner Model



There are 3 dominant models available for neobank and card programs to choose from today:

Open Banking



This model leverages bank-owned API endpoints that extend a bank’s core banking 

capabilities through managed APIs.

Vertically Integrated



This model includes partnerships with multiple sponsor banks, a full technology stack, and all 

services baked into the offering. At this time, only Synapse offers all of the services baked in.

Fragmented DIY



This model requires that you find a sponsor bank, along with a processor/program 

manager, a card network, a card printer, and other resources.
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A Detailed Comparison of the Models



To help you evaluate which model is best for your neobank and card program, below is a detailed 

comparison of the three models based on the success factors that we reviewed above.

            Speed to Market



One of the key considerations in launching a card program is speed to market. Each day of delay means 

thousands in lost revenue opportunity and a window for competitors to catch up.

Speed to market 6+ months 10+ months

Fragmented DIY Open Banking

8 to 10 weeks

Vertically Integrated



            Product Capabilities 



Your customers have many banking options to choose from. It’s essential to offer an innovative product 

that goes beyond table stakes to win over their mind and wallet share.

Card Issuance

Deposit Capabilities

Card Printing 1

Instant Issuance YVaries N

Digital Wallet Support YVaries N

Just-In-Time Funding YVaries N

Transaction-level 
Decisioning Control

YVaries N

Multi-account Funding YN N

Partial Approvals YN N

Automatic Billing 
Updater Support

YVaries N

Data Enrichment YN N

Customizable Fraud Controls YVaries N

FDIC Coverage $250K-$750K
Varies. $250K+ Requires 

Additional Vendors
$250K

Blended APR Capability Y
Varies. Requires 

Additional Vendors
N

Continued on next page >

Out of the Box Printing and 
Personalization Capability

YN N

Customizable Card Designs Y
Varies. Requires 

Additional Vendors
Varies. Requires 

Additional Vendors

1 In partnership with IDEMIA, ArrowEye, TAG and CPI.

Fragmented DIY Open Banking

6

Vertically Integrated

https://www.mastercard.us/content/dam/public/mastercardcom/na/us/en/documents/Mastercard-Automatic-Billing-Updater-Merchant-Global-2017.pdf
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2 In partnership with Allpoint and GreenDot.

 Product Capabilities Cont’d

Surcharge-free ATM 
Access 2

Varies. Requires 
Additional Vendors

Varies

ACH, IAT, SWIFT and 
Fedwire Access

Varies Varies

Check Issuance Varies. Requires 
Additional Vendors

Varies. Requires 
Additional Vendors

RDC and X9 Processing
Varies. Requires 

Additional Vendors
Varies. Requires 

Additional Vendors

2-day Early Pay Varies Varies

Interchange Based Funding Varies. Requires 
Additional Vendors

Varies. Requires 
Additional Vendors

ACH Based Funding Varies Varies

RPPS Bill Pay Varies. Requires 
Additional Vendors

Varies. Requires 
Additional Vendors

Multiple Account and 
Routing Issuance

Varies Varies

Card or Card-less Cash 
Access 2

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Varies. Requires 

Additional Vendors
N

Fragmented DIY Open Banking Vertically Integrated
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           Compliance-As-A-Service



Operating a compliant program is critical to program success. Meeting regulatory requirements cost-

effectively saves money and frees resources to focus on revenue-generating activities.

Easy to follow UDAAP Policies

Full-suite Reg-E Compliant 
Dispute Management

Y

Y

N

Varies. Requires 
Additional Vendors

N

Varies. Requires 
Additional Vendors

Y
Requires Additional 

Vendors
Requires Additional 

Vendors
KYC & Sanctions Screening

YRequires 
Additional Vendors

Requires Additional 
Vendors

Transaction Monitoring & 
Reporting

YRequires 
Additional Vendors

Requires 
Additional Vendors

Customizable KYC, 
Limits & Flows

YN N
White-Labeled Email & 
Phone Notifications

YVaries Varies
Statement & 1099-INT 
Generation

AvailableRequires Additional 
Vendors

Requires Additional 
Vendors

Compliant End-User Support

Open BankingFragmented DIY Vertically Integrated
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          Card Revenue & Costs



Interchange revenue is often the main reason to launch a new financial services product. To achieve that 

goal, it’s important to understand the interchange share that each model offers.

Interchange Revenue

Costs

Interchange Shared at 
Low Volumes

Interchange Scales 
with Volumes

Interchange Shared as 
Net Revenue 1 YN N

YN N

YVaries N

Processor Fees NY Y

Bank Sponsor Fees NY Y

BIN Maintenance Fees NY Y

Program Management Fees NY Y

Compliance Audit and 
Review Fees NY Y

1 Usually the interchange share is presented at the gross level, which does not account for hidden 

processing and network fees. These can typically reduce your expected interchange by 15 to 25 bps. Asking 

for a net revenue share number usually gives a better sense of your interchange revenue split.

Fragmented DIY
Open Banking

Vertically Integrated
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            Customization & Flexibility 



Many businesses want a bespoke card program. Choosing the right model ensures flexibility from day 

one and it allows you to decide what’s next for your business, not your card provider. 

Modern Cloud API 
Infrastructure

Bank Optimization 
& Portability

KYC Flexibility

Customer Support Flexibility

Legacy tech either 
at the bank or with 

the processor

N

Varies

Limited to one 
sponsor bank

Legacy tech either 
at the bank or with 

the processor

N

N

N

Fragmented DIY Open Banking Vertically Integrated

Y

Optimize each 
aspect of the 
program to 
maximize economic 
benefit: 

Store deposits with 
multiple banks 
(including your 
banks of choice)

Issue with multiple 
banks

Process with 
multiple banks 
simultaneously

Use Synapse’s KYC 
or bring your own

Use Synapse’s 
compliant end-user 
support or bring 
your own
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            Planning for the Road Ahead



In this dynamic market, flexibility is key. Starting off with the right card provider is critical to ensuring 

that your users continue to have the best experience as your business grows.

Issue with Multiple Banks YN N

Bring Your Own Deposit Bank Y
Varies. Requires Long 

Set-up Times
N

Convert Debit to Credit 
BIN Programs to Maximize 
Interchange Revenue

YN N

Provide Cash Advance YN N

Credit Building Spend Cards YN N

Credit Building Loans YN N

Fragmented DIY Open Banking Vertically Integrated
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Example Use Cases for the Vertically Integrated Model

Gig Wage is a payroll payments and banking 

platform built for marketplaces and enterprises 

that need to scale their contractor payments 

and support. Powering businesses to send 

payments to contractors via ACH and 

Interchange, Gig Wage modernizes contractor’s 

payments so 1099 workers can flexibly self-

onboard and self-manage their payment 

information through a contractor portal to get 

paid instantly. Synapse was able to bring their 

vision to market in 6 short weeks.

The founder of Nomad knew that when Brazilians 

traveled abroad they were basically unbanked. 

Nomad is an alternative to local Brazilian banks, 

providing a decentralized hub of products and 

services that include access to a US checking 

account and spend card while they travel. By 

partnering with Synapse and its partner bank, 

Nomad is helping break down the barriers to enable 

people who are not in the US to bank within the US 

using our modern technology.

           Speed to Market             Product Capabilities 

Yotta is a savings account primarily intended for 

Gen Z’s and millennials who struggle to save. For 

every $25 saved, users win a ticket to weekly 

games and prizes worth up to $10 million.


Synapse makes it possible for Yotta to deliver 

banking services with easy-to-use APIs that 

power deposit accounts and payment methods 

like ACH, Fedwire and Push to Cards.

             Customization & Flexibility 

Quo is changing the way the market views credit 

and the path to homeownership, helping their 

customers become homeowners faster with 

personalized guidance and best-in-class financial 

tools. Quo partners with Synapse to ensure that 

they can reliably offer integrated financial 

solutions for their members including one-time 

loans with a virtual or physical spend card they 

can use for approved purchases.

          Planning for the Road Ahead
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Summary



In this dynamic and turbulent fintech market neobanks and card program providers face competition not 

just from traditional banks but from other digital banks as well. Market success depends on their ability 

to design unique services that they can iterate quickly and optimize their revenue model as they grow. 

Neobanks and card programs rely on their partner platform to realize success, but choosing the best 

model is key to the flexibility that this dynamic market demands. Some models are optimized for 

specific capabilities but point neobank, and card program providers to other vendors for other essential 

functions. Other models deliver on some capabilities, but have no solution for many others. The 

vertically integrated model is a full-stack solution, with multiple banks and a full-suite of services that 

spans deposit, credit, and crypto. From speed-to-market to card issuance to bank optimization and 

portability, the vertically integrated model offers wide and deep services with the ability to customize it 

all with the ease of an API call.

We are the only banking as a service platform enabling companies to launch feature-complete deposit, 

credit, and crypto products in weeks. Whether you're launching a fintech or embedding financial 

products,  Synapse can accelerate your path to innovation and growth.
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